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Abstract: This paper explores walking and walkability in the smart city and makes a case for their
centrality in the debate on the resilience and sustainability of smart cities, as outlined in the United
Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It is argued that, while the human/inhabitant-
centric paradigm of urban development consolidates, and research on walking, walkability, and
pedestrian satisfaction flourishes, the inroads of ICT render it necessary to reflect on these issues
in the conceptually- and geographically-delimited space of the smart city. More importantly, it
becomes imperative to make respective findings useful and usable for policymakers. To this end,
by approaching walking and walkability through the lens of utility, the objective of this paper is to
develop a conceptual framework in which the relevance of walking and walkability, hereafter referred
to as w2, as a distinct subject of research in the smart cities debate is validated. This framework
is then employed to construct a model of a composite w2 smart city utility index. With the focus
on the development of the conceptual framework, in which the w2 utility index is embedded, this
paper constitutes the first conceptual step of the composite index development process. The value
added of this paper is three-fold: First, the relevance of walking and walkability as a distinct subject
of research in the realm of smart cities research is established. Second, a mismatch between end-
users’ satisfaction derived from walking and their perception of walkability and the objective factors
influencing walking and walkability is identified and conceptualized by referencing the concept of
utility. Third, a model smart city w2 utility index is proposed as a diagnostic and prognostic tool that,
in the subsequent stages of research and implementation, will prove useful for decisionmakers and
other stakeholders involved in the process of managing smart cities.

Keywords: smart cities; walking; walkability; utility; model composite w2 smart city utility index

1. Introduction

Walking is central for a city’s day to day functioning [1–7]. Considering the gradual
transition of cities to smart cities [8–10], the objective of this paper is to query the notions
of walking and walkability (w2) as they unfold in the smart city. The assumption is that
the inroads of information and communication technology (ICT) in an urban space, and
therefore the availability of ICT-enhanced solutions that propel the development of the
smart city, render it necessary to query walking and walkability as an ontologically distinct
topic, a part of the smart cities debate.

The smart cities debate has been subject to spectacular growth over the past years.
The academic literature abounds with versatile approaches to a plethora of topics relevant
in the smart city context [11–14]. Owing to the origin of the debate on smart cities, two
strands prevail within the smart cities debate [8,15,16]. These include, on the one hand, the
debates originating in computer science and engineering that focus on what is technically
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feasible in the smart city space, and which ICT-enhanced solutions might add to the ways
cities operate. On the other hand, it includes the originating in (human) geography debate
that, while exploring spaces of exclusion in urban spaces, frequently hints to the smart city
as the “neoliberal project” [13,17].

As research on smart cities evolves, pleas for inter- and multidisciplinary approaches
abound [18–23]. Implicit in these calls for a broader research agenda on smart cities is the
concern that current research has been either too narrowly focused on what is technically
feasible, i.e., ICT-wise, or has been preoccupied with the ideological dimensions of cities
adopting technology and thereby being transformed [24–27]. A way out of the conundrum
has been offered by approaches that make a case for shifting the research attention from
technology and politics toward the end-user [19,27,28], or, if you wish, to the citizen [13,20,
29], or even, to the individual inhabiting the smart city.

Implicit in this emerging body of research is the question of usability, or the perceived
value, of the ICT-enhanced smart city services. This question is reflected in the broader
narrative and policymaking imperatives that are, on the one hand, focused on increasing
the well-being of city inhabitants [30–33] and, on the other hand, focused on the implemen-
tation of the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goal number 11 (SDG 11),
which is the goal of making cities inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable [34,35]. It is
from this broad perspective that walking and walkability are viewed in this paper (see
Figure 1 for insight).

Figure 1. The w2 smart city utility model: toward a composite model of smart city w2 utility index. Source: Authors.

Three questions emerge: (i) how does walking and walkability fit in the broad, complex
context of the smart city debate that is divided by disciplinary boundaries; (ii) how can
walking and walkability be conceptualized; and (iii) how the conceptualization can be
operationalized (i.e., how can it be made usable for smart city stakeholders such as decision-
makers or even vendors). To address these questions, the objective of this paper is three-fold.
First, to develop a conceptual framework in which the relevance of walking and walkability
(w2) as a distinct subject of research in the smart cities debate is justified. Second, to account
for a mismatch that exists between the individual end-user’s perceptions of walking and
walkability and the objective value of factors that influence walking and walkability in the
smart city. Lastly, to employ this framework for the purpose of developing a model of a
composite smart city w2 index.

This index, when supported with actual data through empirical testing, will enable
the measurement of w2 in the smart city. It will also enable the comparison of smart cities
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on this account. The literature on composite index building [36–38] suggests that the
following stages ought to be addressed: development of a conceptual framework for the
composite index; identification of relevant variables and their standardization; selection
of the weighting methods of (groups) variables; selection of aggregation techniques; and
execution of sensitivity tests on the robustness of the aggregated variables. In this paper,
emphasis is placed on the first stage of the process. Nevertheless, the remaining stages are
also discussed, albeit always at the conceptual level, for the sake of conceptualizing the
index model.

The key argument advanced in this paper is that the concept of utility, originating in
behavioral economics, offers a way of connecting, exploring, and explaining the variety
of factors that influence not only the notions of walking and walkability in the smart city,
but also the end-users’ perceptions of walking and walkability. Notably, the conceptual
approach employed by this paper views walking and walkability through the lens of
satisfaction (hence, the concept of utility) that city inhabitants or pedestrians derive from
walking. The introduction of the concept of utility to the analysis allows factors such as the
built environment, ICT-enhanced infrastructure (applications, services, systems), urban
design, regulatory frameworks, and the end-users’ perceptions of walking and walkability
to be linked and discussed in a conversation focused on smart cities. Importantly, the
concept of utility accounts for the mismatch that exists between the individual end-user’s
perceptions of walking and walkability and the objective value of factors that influence
walking and walkability. By means of supporting these claims, the remainder of this paper
is structured as follows.

The next section outlines the research model and the conceptual framework employed
in this paper. In the following section, the notions of walking and walkability, and their
relevance in the smart city context, are queried. Section 4 offers an insight into the concept
of utility. In Section 5, the basic steps and challenges pertaining to the model w2 smart
city index are elaborated upon and the model is introduced. A discussion on the value,
usability, and limitations of the index follows. In the concluding section, the avenues of
research that the model w2 utility index offers are highlighted.

2. Research Model and Materials

The discussion in this paper is based on four assumptions: (i) walking is vital for
people’s health and well-being; (ii) cities should be walking-friendly, and therefore any
debate on cities has to include the notion of, and focus on, walking and walkability; (iii) the
inroads of ICT foster cities’ transformation into smart cities; and (iv) end-users’ perceptions
of the value/utility of the walking environment may not directly correspond with the
objective assessment of factors including the built environment and its qualities, regulatory
frameworks, or ICT infrastructure. In this context, the most natural question that arises
is (Q1) What to think of walking and walkability in smart cities? In which ways does it
differ from walking and walkability in a “non-smart” city? How does one validly claim the
distinct ontological status of walking and walkability in the smart city?

The answer to this question is contingent on two observations. These are: (a) Regard-
less of recent advances in smart cities research, the smart cities debate remains disciplinarily
divided. This leaves certain questions underexplored, including walking and walkabil-
ity. (b) Clearly, amidst a variety of normatively-laden prescriptions of what a smart city
ought to be, including the imperatives entailed in the SDG 11, walking and walkability
should be considered. Against this backdrop, two additional research questions emerge:
(Q2) How does one account for a mismatch between the value of factors that influence
walking and walkability in the smart city and the end-users’ (pedestrians) perceptions
of them; (Q3) How can the findings be operationalized, thus making it usable for the
policy-making process.

In brief, the objective of the paper is to develop a model of a composite w2 utility
index. In line with the literature on composite index building [36–38], the following stages
of the process are discussed in this paper: the development a conceptual framework for
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the composite index, identification of relevant variables, and the selection of the weighting
methods of (groups of) variables. The emphasis in the paper is placed on modelling the
index rather than constructing it, and therefore the remaining stages of composite indices
building, such as data standardization, selection of aggregation techniques, and sensitivity
tests on the robustness of aggregated variables, are only mentioned in the discussion. First,
through a discussion on walking and walkability, the factors that have direct bearing on
walking and walkability in the smart city are identified. Next, a way of conceptualizing
and interpreting these factors is suggested. Here, the notions of satisfaction and policy-
making objectives come to the surface of the analysis. Against this backdrop, the concept
of utility is introduced. By reference to a few points on the concept’s ontological and
epistemological features, a case for a specific conceptualization and operationalization of
utility with reference to walking and walkability in the smart city is made. As for materials,
considering the conceptual value of arguments presented in this paper, this paper is based
on desk-research, mostly including literature review and elements of nested analysis.

3. Walking and Walkability in the Smart City: Toward the Identification of the Model
Index Variables
3.1. Walking and Walkability: Definitions and Applicability in the Smart City Context

While walking and walkability are frequently used concepts in academic and popular
debates [39–41], it is important to carefully dwell on their meaning to understand what
precisely is at stake and in which ways walking and walkability should be considered
as imperatives in the processes of managing and governing cities. The inroads of ICT
in the city space, and the gradual transformation of cities into smart cities, make this
understanding even more relevant.

Walking is perhaps best defined as the act of moving afoot across the city space for
utilitarian and non-utilitarian purposes. In context of the smart city, the act of moving
afoot is facilitated, ideally speaking, by the existence of ICT-enhanced systems, solutions,
services, and applications. Walkability, in turn, as we argue, is the multi-scalar influence of
the built environment that influences the possibility, the ways, and the overall satisfaction
that cities’ inhabitants derive from walking. Arguably, the range of ICT-enhanced services
and applications available and implementable in the smart city has the potential to improve
walking and walkability in the smart city.

These may include, depending on the level of analysis, systems that are applied hor-
izontally such as municipality managed traffic and traffic light control systems [42–46].
These can be linked with centrally managed safety and emergency services that are de-
signed to preempt risks and threats to public safety and security. These may be provided in
a centralized manner or may be linked, on an on-demand basis, to the individual portable
devices of city inhabitants. Practice suggests that several other ICT-enhanced solutions
aimed at improving the quality of walking in the smart city space exist. These include
(i) systems geared toward managing crowds and pre-empting the phenomenon of mob
creation [10]; (ii) sensor-based systems adjusting the pace of traffic light change to the antic-
ipated pace of walking in the city space; (iii) sensor-based applications aimed at providing
a warning regarding issues such as weather, pollution, or sidewalk defects [47,48]; and (iv)
IoT-based systems aimed at minimizing the risk of exposure to illnesses such as Covid-19
infection [49]. From a micro-level perspective, the experience of walking in the smart city
space may be enhanced by applications geared toward route optimization, whereby the
criteria of optimality may be diverse and include sightseeing, green areas, shops, coffee
places, routing and destination/location identification assistance, health benefits, and
performance [50].

In addition to the built environment, the discussion on walking in the smart city
needs to take many factors into consideration including, but not limited to, sidewalks
(length, width, material used, continuity, ease of use, presence of obstacles, trespassing
from neighboring uses, accessibility to adjacent uses from the sidewalk, etc.), connectivity
nodes with nearby uses, land use strategies (presence of mixed use and other essential
focal points to ease everyday functions), type of urban design for the street itself, comfort
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and ease of walking, visual aspects, enhancements and impairment during walking, sound,
acoustics and noise levels during the walking journey, the overall leisure of the experience
itself, and also congestion points and traffic junctures that may hinder the walking process.

Moreover, the idea of going for a long stroll along a continuous path is one that may
not often be available. For instance, consider the ability to walk with a friend along the
same pathway: how easy and how satisfying or how challenging can it be? Sidewalk
endings, obstructions such as trees, slopes, street furniture, traffic lights, intermittent
stops in the paths, blockages, and many more obstacles may lead to nonstop interruptions
during walking, thus leading to an overall unsatisfactory experience for the user. In the
reminder of this section, the value added of walking and walkability is discussed and
factors influencing walking and walkability in the smart city are identified. Then, the
challenge of operationalizing the concepts of walking and walkability in smart city research
is highlighted. By focusing on the UN SDG 11, a way of bringing the concepts of walking
and walkability to the smart city debate is proposed.

3.2. Walking and Walkability: Conceptual Boundaries and Relevance

Walking, as the first form of exercise that man came up with, and one of the first
forms of stress relief in many indigenous cultures, also contributes to the exploratory and
aesthetic sense of the person. In this way, it also helps in stimulating brain function through
taking notice of details and enhancing visual parameters [51,52]. In many ways, walking is
taken for granted. It is only the nuisance of the inability to walk as we please that reminds
us of the centrality of walking in our daily lives. From a different perspective, walking
is the easiest, the cheapest, and the most available mode of travel in the city, including
utilitarian and non-utilitarian walking [53–55]. It is important to stress the connection
between walking and, for instance, the environment, or, from a different perspective, health
and the health benefits of walking.

In terms of the correlation between walking and the environment, walking is a source
of clean transportation and soft mobility [56–59]. It contributes to the reduction of sound
and noise levels, as well as to a decrease in air pollution. Today, the latter should also
be examined in the broader context of an overall strategy aimed at the decarbonization
of the transport sector [60–62]. Here, changes in urban transport modality, and issues
associated with substitution elasticity [63], coupled with changes in citizens’ behavior [64],
may yield a positive impact on the process in the form of an overall decrease in emissions
for public and private transportation and decongestion. Notably, the connection between
urban transport modality, substitution elasticity, and hence, the decision to walk, rather
than drive or ride by bus, may be facilitated by smart city ICT-enhanced solutions, such as
public transport applications suggesting the times and the best possible connections.

Regarding the health benefits of walking, the literature abounds with evidence sug-
gesting that walking is vital for the prevention of cardiovascular diseases, obesity, diabetes,
and many other health issues [58,59]. Finally, walking acts as a connector between the
synergies of urban space and urban life [1,54], which may also bear health benefits.

From a different perspective, walking may also be seen as a right. Thus, impediments
(of whichever kind) to walking will reveal inequalities, disparities, and diverse forms of
inclusion/exclusion. The limited and geographically constrained urban space, and the
socio-political implications thereof [65], intensify the relevance and validity of walking
and walkability as subjects of scientific inquiry and political consideration. Consider that
walking may also be seen as a form of “temporarily taking possession” of a chunk of
the urban space [66]. Therefore, irregularities and inequalities may also arise from the
user’s perception of the possession of the space itself. These inequalities interlink with
sociological aspects such as gender, race and ethnicity, social class, and power [54,67].

Moreover, the impediments to walking, apart from the obvious imposition of con-
straints to mobility, usually are related to the specificity of the urban area at hand. The
following challenges may have an impact on walking and walkability: lack of appropriate
sidewalks, including issues such as width, continuity, and evenness of the sidewalks;
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presence of garbage disposal cans and containers; large tree stumps; differing levels of
sidewalks; water dripping from air conditioning tubes and laundry; and cars parking on
sidewalks. The walking experience may also be affected by insufficient pedestrian lights,
no passages (zebras), crowds, the improper behavior of other pedestrians, demonstrations,
and many more factors [55–57].

With regards to walkability, it needs to be stressed that the very focus on “walkability”
is an outcome of a return of the urban planners’ community, including developers and
designers who already voiced that “cities are for walking” in the 70s imperative [35,39,40].
Indeed, rather than focusing on transportation, the key city planning imperative today is
“to plan for humans, not for vehicles” [52,53,56–71]. In the academic literature, the notion
of walking is almost always used in connection to walkability. Walkability, as we argue,
is the multi-scalar condition of the environment (natural, built, ICT-enhanced, weather-
related, etc.) that influences the possibility, the ways, and the overall satisfaction that
cities’ inhabitants derive from walking. In the academic literature, walkability is frequently
defined by reference to such factors as safety, security, economy, and convenience of
traveling by foot [72]. In the context of the debate on urban planning, walkability is seen as
the need to facilitate citizens to move and develop [72], and thus to provide a “quality of
a place” [73], or a user-friendly built environment [74–76]. These more detailed insights
comply with our definition of walkability.

3.3. Conceptualizing Walking and Walkability & Identifying the Model Index Variables

To understand the concept of walkability, it is useful to examine it from the perspec-
tive of attempts to measure it. Several factors have been identified as crucial for a city’s
walkability. These factors include land use, including land use diversity [77], connec-
tivity, accessibility to pedestrian services, traffic safety, security from crime, and urban
design [50,78–81]. Other important parameters include the morphology of the neighbor-
hood in relation to street and sidewalk features (length, width, ease of use, connectivity,
access) and the human perception of place [82]. This is in addition to the location of nodes
and edges of the area and the design and layout of the specific area [83]. Research suggests
that in the discussion on walkability, the definition of pedestrians is important [84]. The
frame for the discussion on walkability is provided by the broader concept of the built envi-
ronment, which is understood as the complex set of physical structures in which people live
and travel [85]. Several additions to the traditional definition of the built environment exist,
essentially expanding the concept to entail such items as healthy food access, community
gardens, but also bikability and walkability [86]. The inclusion of the latter two items
seems contentious in that bikeability and walkability are clearly dependent variables. For
this reason, in this paper we employ the traditional definition of the built environment.

The benefits of walkable cities range from the health and prosperity of cities’ inhabi-
tants, through increased well-being, improved economic performance, lessened environ-
mental pollution, and many more benefits. Clearly, walkability is also a factor that impacts
the value of real state [87], ease of doing business, promoting tourism, and improving
access to businesses located in open public spaces, thus increasing their economic value
and promoting sustainability. Another argument to the walkability paradigm is that a
walkable area does not necessarily mean that it is a place for those who want to “walk”
or enjoy walking but merely the focus on the environments that may encourage citizens
to engage in the act of walking or cycling, thus transforming walkable areas into hubs
that may interconnect and provide accessibility to other areas through walking or cycling.
In brief, while the concepts of walking and walkability are not identical, a case can be
made that walking refers to the purposeful act of walking performed by the agent, while
walkability is most closely associated with the built environment at different scales, in
which the act of walking unfolds.

For this reason, against the backdrop of the discussion entailed in this section, we
suggest that the twin concepts of walking and walkability in the smart city are defined
by reference to the following four (4) concepts: (i) built environment; (ii) ICT-enhanced
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infrastructure; (iii) regulatory frameworks; and (iv) the individual’s perception of the value
of (i)–(iii). In the model w2 smart city utility index, these concepts serve as aggregate
variables. As such, they are populated by the following indicative sub-variables (or sub-
components) (see Table 1 for an overview). It is assumed (and for that matter a separate
category of ‘other’ variables has been included in Table 1) that the selection of the actual
set of variables and sub-variables will be influenced by the outcomes of the focus group
and survey conducted in the following stages of this research.

Table 1. The key aggregates of variables (and corresponding sub-variables) of the model composite w2 smart city utility index.

The Model Composite w2 Smart City Utility Index: Outline of Indicative Variables
Aggregate Variables and their Components

Built Environment
Sidewalks

scores
(i)

1 presence of sidewalk score (i1)
2 appropriate width of sidewalk for pedestrians, wheelchairs, and strollers score (i2)
3 pathway congestion with obstacles score (i3)
4 material used for sidewalk score (i4)
5 abrupt stoppages score (i5)
6 presence of shade score (i6)
7 presence of trees and landscaping score (i7)
8 presence of street furniture score (i8)

curbs
9 presence of a curb score (i9)
10 height of a curb (ease of climbing up or down) score (i10)
11 presence of adequate ramps and slopes score (i11)

roads and intersections
12 presence of adequate traffic lights to facilitate crossing score (i12)
13 traffic volume score (i13)
14 congestion points and traffic junctures score (i14)
15 noise levels score (i15)

other
16 presence of appropriate mixed uses score (i16)
17 presence of resting spots score (i17)
18 other score (i18)

Σ (total) Σ(i1–i18)
(ii) ICT infrastructure

1 internet connectivity in the city score (ii1)
2 free Wi-Fi connection spots score (ii2)
3 ICT-enhanced traffic and emergencies management systems score (ii3)
4 smart city applications score (ii4)
5 public nodes for mobilization (charging spots, metric diagnosis units, ) score (ii5)
6 availability of publicly accessible devices to access information score (ii6)
7 other score (ii7)

Σ (total) Σ(ii1–ii7)
(iii) Regulatory frameworks

1 the existence of municipality/city level strategies supportive of utilitarian and non-utilitarian walking score (iii1)

2 the existence of municipality/city level strategies designed to boost walking-friendly
infrastructure development score (iii2)

3 regulations on sidewalk trespassing by neighboring uses score (iii3)

4 regulations on adjacent building infrastructure in relation to sidewalk (air conditioning units
exhaust and driplines) score (iii4)

5 regulations on width of sidewalks score (iii5)
6 rules on pedestrians’ priority of passage score (iii6)
7 execution of the pedestrians’ priority of passage and safety score (iii7)
8 rules on the required pathways’ width and curbs’ height score (iii8)
9 other score (iii9)

Σ (total) Σ(iii1–iii9)
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Table 1. Cont.

The Model Composite w2 Smart City Utility Index: Outline of Indicative Variables
Aggregate Variables and their Components

Built Environment
Sidewalks

(iv) Perceptions
1 overall assessment of the built environment and its impact on walking and walkability score (iv1)

assessment of a specific subcomponent i1–i18 Σ[iv1/(i1–i18)]
2 overall assessment of the ICT infrastructure and its impact on walking and walkability score (iv2)

assessment of a specific subcomponent ii1–ii7 Σ[iv2/(ii1–ii7)]
3 overall assessment of the regulatory frameworks and their impact on walking and walkability score (iv3)

assessment of a specific subcomponent iii1–iii9 Σ[iv3/(iii1–iii9)]
(i)–(iv) Total score Σ(iv1–iv3)

The built environment includes such factors such as the presence or absence of side-
walks, the appropriate width of the sidewalk, the material used, the presence of obstacles
and other interruption-causing factors (blockages, trespassing on the sidewalk, uneven
sidewalks), the presence of landscaping, the presence of shading areas and resting spots,
the height and ease of use of curbs, the presence of adequate ramps and slopes, adequate
traffic lights to facilitate crossing and ensure pedestrian safety, and deflectors of congestion
points and traffic junctures.

The ICT infrastructure includes internet connectivity in the city, free Wi-Fi connection
spots, ICT-enhanced traffic and emergencies management systems, smart city applications,
and availability of publicly available devices to access information.

The aggregate variable of regulatory frameworks consists of such sub-components as
the existence of municipality/city-level strategies supportive of walking, the existence of
municipality/city-level strategies designed to boost walking-friendly infrastructure devel-
opment, rules on pedestrians’ priority of passage, execution of the pedestrians’ priority of
passage and safety, regulations governing trespassing and the clearance of obstacles that
may hinder the experience, rules on the required pathways’ width and curbs’ height, and
other factors.

The individual’s perception of the value of (i)–(iii) includes the overall (and specific)
perception/assessment of the built environment and its impact on walking and walkability,
the overall assessment of the ICT infrastructure and its impact on walking and walkability,
and the overall assessment of the regulatory frameworks and their impact on walking
and walkability

The aggregate variables comprising (i)–(iii) are objective, and are therefore measurable
and offer an insight into the qualities of the structure in which a given agent is embedded.
The group of factors (iv) is subjective, but quantifiable, and allows us an insight into the
end-user’s assessment of the value of respective variables that constitute the aggregate
dimensions (i)–(iii). In other words, this group of factors offers an insight into the agents’
perceptions, or satisfaction derived from walking and walkability in the smart city. See
Table 1 for details.

3.4. The SDG 11 Perspective on Walking and Walkability: Toward a Conceptual Framework

As argued earlier, research on walking and walkability has become increasingly
prevalent in urban studies, planning, and architecture [4,66–68]. Also in social sciences,
substantial research exists that explores diverse facets of walking and walkability [88–90].
In this paper, a case is made for making this research more usable in the decision-making
process in the (smart) city. To address this issue, we suggest exploring the twin notions
of walking and walkability in the smart city through the lens of the UN SDG 11. While
exclusively addressing cities, the SDG 11 includes the four-pronged imperative of making
cities inclusive, resilient, safe, and sustainable [33,34,91]. We argue that walking and
walkability represent the nodal point where these four imperatives merge.
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Specifically, with regards to inclusivity, walking and walkability improve the accessi-
bility of a public space. Thus, it is vital for attaining greater inclusivity in the city space,
either by encouraging access or by means of bypassing reasons of exclusion. With reference
to safety, walking and walkability—if aided by appropriate infrastructure, including ICT-
infrastructure—promote safety in familiar contextual environments through the awareness
and enhancement of cultural knowledge and through access to local and indigenous realms
that may not be on the public transport network (a component vital to inclusivity as well).
Safety is also embedded in simple issues like interconnections with infrastructure and
street design. Walking and walkability also act as an economic safety trigger that arises
from the low cost of walking and walkability. Safety is also felt when human comfort is
fulfilled. That being said, the question of cities’ resilience in connection to walking and
walkability requires a more composite analysis.

Resilience, in relation to cities, may be defined as the capacity to—in view of past
shocks and impending risks and threats—absorb, adapt, transform, and/or prepare sus-
tainable development, well-being, and inclusive growth [92–94]. Substantial research exists
that explores the details of what it means for a city to be resilient. For the discussion in
this paper, it suffices to stress that resilient cities are those that are adaptive, robust, redun-
dant, flexible, and resourceful. As argued elsewhere [15,22,33], the so-defined resilience is
necessary for cities to be truly smart and, thus, sustainable. Walking and walkability, as
this paper argues, may in fact play a substantial role in the process of building a (smart)
city’s resilience.

For instance, walking and walkability may play a role in pre-empting nascent risks,
such as growing socio-political stratification of urban spaces, and the resultant areas of
exclusion and related worsened growth prospects. Walking and walkability may play a
role in addressing threats, including circumstances that require evacuating city inhabitants.
Walking and walkability, through their impact on the value of land, property, perceived
value of location, and thereby satisfaction of services offered in specific parts of the (smart)
city, such as coffee shops and parks, do play the important role of multipliers. Moreover,
the environmental value of walking and walkability, such as lessened air and noise levels,
creates further benefits. The notions of aesthetics, perceived beauty, tranquility, and so on
of the space intensifies the perceived value of both walking and the space. Taken together,
sustainability may be an attainable objective.

The SDG 11 emphasizes the role of policymaking and the implementation of integrated
policies, as well as supporting national and regional planning as a driver to social and
environmental links pertaining to both urban and rural communities. These regulatory
frameworks need to be addressed to govern their implementation to alleviate the role of
walkability in settings where vehicle transportation persists and may not be feasible to
address. Thus, these laws and regulations need to work as the binding agent that cements
the role of walkability and addresses its importance.

4. Utility and Its Added Value in the Debate on Smart Cities
4.1. The Concept of Utility: A General Insight

The concept of utility can be traced back to behavioral economics, particularly the
works of H.H. Gossen [95–97]. In his work, Gossen argued that psychological and socio-
logical factors, including the value systems that respective customers adhered to, played
a substantial role in the individual consumer’s satisfaction, or utility, derived from the
consumption of that good [95]. Over the decades, the concept of utility was employed in
diverse fields of research, including psychology, philosophy, sociology, biology, medicine,
and, of course, the social sciences including economics and management [98–100]. Over
the years, research on utility involved quantitative methods, including statistics and econo-
metrics [101,102].

In brief, utility may be defined as a measure of a consumer’s relative satisfaction
derived from the consumption of a good or a service. Importantly, considering that
satisfaction is conditioned by an individual’s perceptions of reality, central in the definition
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of utility is the notion of subjectivity and/or inter-subjective assessments/evaluations of
the experience derived from the consumption of a good or a service. What follows is that if
a given good/service has utility, it fulfils certain needs of the consumer. A clear positive
correlation exists between these two categories: the greater the ability of a given good to
fulfil the needs of a given consumer, the higher the utility of that good/service. Notably, (i)
the pace at which these needs are met is not constant, and (ii) the utility of the first unit of a
given good consumed is higher than that of the following units consumed. The latter point
encapsulates the essence of so-called marginal utility, one of the key concepts employed in
the broad utility debate.

The concept of utility resonated broadly in the literature. Over the 20th century until
today, several utility theories were proposed, including the Ordinal Utility Theory, the
Indifference Curve Analysis [103,104], the Cardinal Utility Theory, the Random Utility
Theory [104–106], and the Modern Utility Theory [107]. Today’s research observes a return
to the concept of utility and its value, particularly in research focused on the analysis of
consumer behavior [99,108]. Indeed, even if highly contested in some circles [109], the
concept of utility offers a useful insight into the study of factors that determine the choices
and individual decisions of consumers.

In other words, the concept of utility offers a conceptual insight into the basics of
the economic choice, including rational calculation and maximalization through probable
causative mechanisms. Contemporary research employing the concept of utility tends to
focus on Total Utility and Marginal Utility. The key findings that follow is that even if the
increase in consumption of a given good is accompanied by the growth of the total utility,
the pace of growth declines with each successive unit of that good that was consumed.
This suggests that the marginal utility of the subsequently consumed units of a given good
declines along with the number of units consumed and increased degree of fulfilling the
individual’s needs. To put it differently, each need is fulfilled gradually [110].

4.2. The Concept of Utility: New Openings and Research Imperatives

While the original discussion on the concept of utility involved only goods, today,
given the progressive digitalization and servitization of the economy [111–114], the defini-
tion of the concept of utility has to also account for services that are consumed. This point
is very important for research that also dwells on the ICT-enhanced solutions, applications,
and, hence, services. From a different perspective, while research on the concept of utility,
as well as research employing the precepts of the concept, abound, until now very little at-
tention was paid to the concept’s metatheoretical foundations and the implications thereof.

Arguably, with regard to the ontological dimension of the concept, utility has an
utterly agential focus, and—regarding epistemology—it has a highly interpretive appeal.
This is because the spotlight is directed at the agent, being the individual. The structure
is, at best, implied. With regard to the epistemological dimension of the concept, the
context in which the agent operates is interpreted, almost exclusively, through the lens of
subjective perceptions of that agent. This prompts several questions and gives cues as to
why criticisms of the concept exist and why several perspectives to utility exist.

In other words, while explicit metatheoretical reflection on the concept of utility has
not been of particular interest to the research community yet, implicitly, the ontological
and epistemological implications thereof instigated several debates across issues and do-
mains [98–100]. In this paper, without engaging in an in-depth metatheoretical explanation
of the virtues and limitations of the concept of utility, we seek to employ it to frame and
operationalize the variety of factors that influence walking and walkability in the smart
city. The following section elaborates upon it.

4.3. The Smart City Utility Model: Querying Walking and Walkability in the Smart City

In line with the argument developed in this paper, it was argued that walking and
walkability in the smart city represent an ontologically distinct subject of research. What
makes it substantially different from traditional debates on walking and walkability that
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originate in urban planning and architecture is the “intrusion” of ICT-enhanced systems,
services, and applications. The latter have the capacity of altering, and possibly enhancing,
the experience of walking as well as walkability in the smart city space. In this vein,
walking was defined as the act of utilitarian and non-utilitarian moving afoot across the
city space, whereby the act of moving is facilitated by the existence of ICT-enhanced
systems, solutions, services, and applications. Subsequently, walkability was defined as a
condition grounded in the characteristics of the built environment. The latter influences
the possibility, the ways, and the overall satisfaction that cities’ inhabitants derive from
walking. It was also argued that the concepts of walking and walkability in the smart city
are best operationalized by referencing four key concepts: (i) the built environment; (ii)
the ICT-enhanced infrastructure; (iii) the regulatory frameworks; and (iv) the individual’s
perception of the value of (i)–(iii).

We assume that a clear positive correlation among these groups of factors exists, even
if this assumption may be contested [115]. Importantly, factors (i)–(iii) are objective, and
therefore measurable, and offer an insight into the qualities of the structure in which a
given agent is embedded. The group of factors (iv) is subjective, but quantifiable. It offers
an insight into the agents’ perception of, or satisfaction with, walking and walkability in
the smart city. By placing an emphasis on this important ontological distinction, we thus
bypass one of the limitations of the utility debate, as identified in the previous section.
Furthermore, by recognizing the value of the built environment and the ICT-enhanced
infrastructure, as well as their impact on the act of walking and the condition of walkability,
we move away from the overly interpretive approach to utility.

In other words, while the notion of subjective—due to a given agent’s individual
assessment of reality—perception of satisfaction derived from walking is recognized, in the
model that we develop, the objective and the measurable impact (positive or negative) of
the built environment and the ICT-enhanced infrastructure on walking and walkability are
also stressed. Finally, we justify the connection between factors (i)–(iv) and the UN SDG 11.
Specifically, in our model, the concepts of walking and walkability and the four-pronged
policy-making imperative entailed in the UN SDG 11 are linked and operationalized
through the concept of utility. We assume that a positive relationship exists between factors
(i)–(iv) and the degree of attainment of the UN SDG 11 in the smart city. Thus, the model
developed forms the foundation for the construction of a utility index, termed here as the
w2 utility index. The w2 utility index, as demonstrated in the following section, has the
qualities of a diagnostic and prognostic tool that is useful and usable in the processes of
planning, managing, and governing the smart city.

5. The w2 Smart City Utility Index
5.1. General Observations

The previous sections of this paper validated the relevance of walking and walkability
(w2) in the smart city as a distinct conceptual subject of research. It was also argued that
the concept of utility originating in behavioral economics offers ways of navigating the
complexity specific to pedestrian satisfaction from walking in the smart city. In other words,
in the previous sections, the conceptual framework necessary for the development of a
model composite w2 index was constructed. Therefore, by means of operationalizing the
arguments made earlier, in this section, the model of the composite w2 utility index will be
constructed.

When preparing the conceptual outline of the model w2 utility index, whereby the w2

smart city utility index is a composite index, we drew from the best practice as evidenced
by such organizations as the EU (Eurostat), the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), the World Economic Forum (WEF), and others. These orga-
nizations frequently construct and compute composite indices to establish ranks among
countries, regions, and objects [38,116]. Over the years, these organizations developed
a set of methods and approaches, and corresponding handbooks on the methodology
of constructing composite indices [36,117,118]. The history of composite indices can be
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traced back to the 1990s and the United Nations’ Human Development Index (HDI). Today,
composite indices are very popular. One of the reasons behind their popularity is that they
allow for comparisons among countries, regions, and administrative units in terms of com-
petitiveness, innovative abilities, degree of globalization, and environmental sustainability
among other things. Several other composite indicators exist today and are applied by
international organizations, such as the United Nations, as well by rating agencies, such
S&P Dow Jones [119]. At the same time, academic literature abounds with proposals for
new indicators [120,121]. In this context, it should be mentioned that several attempts of
devising indices to measure selected aspects of either walking or walkability have been
made [122,123]. Park and colleagues [123] go as far as to account for end-users’ perceptions
through a composite index. However, these indices were designed to perform mesoscale
evaluations by using variables such as land-use mix, residential density, and floor area
ratios and the resulting choice of walking as a travel option. These approaches are different
from the approach proposed in this paper.

The essence of composite indicators is that they offer the opportunity to integrate
large amounts of information into easily understood formats. They are also valued tools
in contexts of strategy development, and communicating and justifying certain goals and
objectives of that strategy. Caveats and limitations exist [36,38,124]. The construction of
a composite index requires that, as mentioned in the introduction, a number of steps is
attended to. Of these steps, the processes of assigning weights and data standardization
(or normalization) are thought to be the most challenging ones. The following section
elaborates on these steps.

5.2. Modelling and Assigning Weights to the Aggregate Variables

Assigning weights to the aggregates of variables is an important issue in the process
of conceptualizing and constructing a composite index. Literature [28,36,125] suggests that
three approaches to weighting the variables exist: equal weighting; explicit/subjective
weighting; and statistical/objective weighting. Caveats beset each of these approaches.

The issue of assigning weights to variables constitutive of composite indices is one
of the major challenges in composite indices development [126]. Clearly, the weights
assigned to different variables influence the values of the composite indicator. Thus, when
modelling a composite indicator, the key challenge is to ensure that in the ensuing mathe-
matical calculation, each of the variables is assigned an impact corresponding, as close as
possible, to reality. Two general approaches to the weighting of variables exist: (i) either
all variables are given equal weights; or (ii) they are assigned different weights, which
correspond with their significance, reliability, or other characteristics. In the latter case,
several methods and techniques that can be applied to assign respective weights exist.
It is possible to differentiate between the following approaches: (i) explicit or subjective
weighting [38], which includes such methods as experts’ opinion and survey weighting
(public opinion) [36]; (ii) statistical (or objective) methods, such as principal component
analysis [127], regression methods, multiple factor analysis [121], as well as distance-based
methods, such as data envelopment analysis [128], efficiency frontier, and, for instance,
distance to targets method [38]; and finally, (iii) multi-criteria methods, which include, for
instance, multi-attribute utility theory or the Analytic Hierarchic Process (AHP). Several
alternative typologies of weighting methods exist [116,128]. The key point to be made is
that each of these methods are of a compensatory nature, meaning that the aggregation
process incorporates potential compensations between all initial indicators [129] and there
are always tradeoffs.

To model the w2 smart city utility index, the choice of the explicit/subjective method
is suggested. It is tempting to assign equal weights to the aggregate variables at hand.
However, it is necessary to validate the choice of the method and, eventually, the weights
assigned. Considering the nature of model index proposed here, a combination of the
following methods seems appropriate to establish the weights of each of the aggregate
variables: (1) expert opinions collected through a focus group on the salience of each of the
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aggregate variables as well as sub-variables; and (2) survey weighting derived from the
results of a survey addressed to a representative group of respondents (end-users). The
combination of these two methods will allow for a reliable estimation of the weights that
should be assigned to the variables at hand.

One more important point that needs to be made at this stage relates to the features
of respective variables and sub-variables. That is, while—in general—we assume that
a positive correlation among the set of variables (i)–(iii) exists, meaning that the more
pedestrian-friendly the built environment/ICT-infrastructure/regulatory frameworks are,
the higher the value of w2 index will be. In other words, the aggregate variables are treated
as stimulants, being variables that are positively correlated with the final value of the
dependent variable. That is, the higher the value of the measured variable, the higher
the value of the index. It may be, however, that either of the variables will work as a
de-stimulant, meaning that a negative relationship with the final value of the dependent
variable will be recorded. That is, the higher the value of the measured variable, the lower
the final value of the dependable. In particular, and it is precisely the nodal point where
the utility theory-driven approach makes the difference, the end-users’ (pedestrians’) per-
ceptions/subjective assessments of the value of the aggregate variables and sub-variables,
may not necessarily correspond with this assumption.

Another issue in the current list of sub-variables is that only so-called stimulating
variables were included, being variables that have a positive impact on walking and
walkability. By inserting the category “other” (see Table 1), we wanted to indicate that, for
instance, as a result of the focus group or on the basis of the survey conducted, it will be
necessary to add other sub-variables. For instance, we could have added an item such as
“the absence of curbs on pathways and the resulting safety concerns”.

5.3. Variables’ Standardization Procedure and the Model w2 Smart City Utility Index

The methodology underpinning composite index construction requires that variables
and their corresponding values (expressed in different units of measurement) included in
the index are subjected to the variable standardization procedure, as outlined beneath.

STD =
x − x

S
, S =

√√√√√ N
∑

j=1
(x − x)2

N

where
x—the value of the original data
x—arithmetic value of all variables
S—standard deviation
N—the number of variables (or diagnostic features)
Accordingly, the VRWM smart city utility index may be described by means of the

following equation:

w2 =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

zij

5.4. The Model Composite w2 Smart City Utility Index: Added Value and Limitations

The smart city utility model, and the resulting model w2 smart city utility index
(or w2 index), is a novel tool for measuring complex issues and processes specific to the
development and functioning of the smart city. The added value of the w2 index can be
discerned at several levels and dimensions relating to the smart city and its functioning,
including the processes of decision-making and management. The following paragraphs
offer a brief insight into this issue.

Due to its composition, the w2 smart city utility index will suggest the direction, which
is the structure and the degree of fulfilment of its specific diagnostic features. The relative
analysis of objects based on the utilization of the w2 index will enable comparisons at
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several levels of analysis, including, for instance, the aggregate level of (smart) cities, or
the level of municipalities. In other words, through the application of the w2 index, it will
be possible to compare the performance of distinct smart cities, and/or municipalities, in
relation to walking and walkability.

From a different angle, the w2 index creates the possibility of establishing a timeframe
of the analysis, such as one specific year, or a period of examination. This suggests that
the w2 index allows for the conducting of temporally dynamic comparisons, which are
comparisons relating to specific period of time. Assuming that the w2 index would be
inserted in a structurally broader research model, the temporally dynamic analysis that
the w2 already offers might be correlated with specific events and/or development that
coincided with the specific period of analysis.

An important feature of the w2 index derives from the connection between the consti-
tutive variables of the index and the policy-making imperatives entailed in the UN SDG 11.
We argued that a positive relationship exists between variables (i)–(iv) entailed in the w2

index and the imperative of making cities inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable. Should
specific subindices be added to the w2 index, the degree of attainment of the UN SDG 11
would also be feasible.

Indeed, the manner in which the w2 index was constructed renders it feasible to
expand the index either to pursue an in-depth analysis of its specific variables, including
the variables now defined as (i)–(iv) (see Table 1 for an insight), or to add new variables.
Should the first option be chosen, an advanced matrix-based analysis method could be
applied to examine and identify sub-variables that have the greatest weight, or bearing,
on the overall value of a given main variable. This, most obviously, is of value in the
policy-making process.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The conceptual and empirical spotlight in this paper was shed on walking and walk-
ability in the smart city context. To this end, three sets of questions and corresponding
research objectives were addressed: (i) How to conceptualize and validly embed walking
and walkability in the specific context of smart cities research; (ii) How to account for a
mismatch between the value of factors that influence walking and walkability in the smart
city and the end-users’ (pedestrians) perceptions of them; (iii) How to operationalize the
findings, and thus make it usable for the policy-making process.

Accordingly, (i) the distinctiveness of walking and walkability in the smart city context
has been linked to the value and potential related to the use and application of ICT-based
smart city applications, tools, and systems. It was argued that the inroads of ICT alter the
traditional relationship underpinning the act of utilitarian and non-utilitarian walking.
Specifically, the ICT-based applications allow a degree of interaction between the agent
and the structures that influence walking and walkability in the smart city. In this context,
perhaps more than ever, any discussion on walking and walkability has to include and
account for the agents’ perception of these two. Indeed, (ii) considering that a mismatch
between agents’ perception and the value of factors influencing walking and walkability
may exist, a case for the utilization of the classic concept of utility was made. The relevance
of the concept was elaborated upon. Finally, (iii) to operationalize respective findings, the
model composite w2 smart city utility index was developed. In other words, a substantial
part of the discussion in this paper was devoted to modelling the w2 index. This was done
in line with best practices reported in academic literature and applied by international
organizations, such the OECD or the IMF.

Thus, the model index developed consists of three objective aggregates of variables
that influence walking and walkability in the smart city (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for
details), including the built environment, the ICT infrastructure, the regulatory framework,
and the fourth subjective aggregate including the end-users’ perceptions of the three prior
sets of variables. Details and caveats specific to the development of the composite index
have been discussed. Suffice it to say, composite indices, even if popular and practical,
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posit a number of methodological challenges such as the relevance of variables included in
the analysis, the weights assigned to respective variables, and the collection of data, among
other things.

The model w2 smart city utility index presented in this paper represents the conceptual
stage of research devoted to measuring and comparing walking and walkability in the
smart city. Only by feeding the indicative aggregate groups of variables (see Table 1)
with real data will it be possible to apply this model to specific cases, such as Alexandria,
Warsaw, Athens, and other cities. In other words, the model index presented in this paper
represents the first step in a discussion that aims to explore the experience of walking,
enhanced by ICT-based applications and solutions through the lens of utility.

What is important is that the constructed model index, being the smart city w2 index,
offers a handle to account for the end-users’ satisfaction from walking and walkability in
the smart city in connection to the objective factors that influence walking and walkability.
In practical terms, it means that the smart city w2 index may serve as a tool to shape
the policy-making process regarding the development of the built environment, the ICT
infrastructure, and the regulatory frameworks. Here, the end-users’ perceptions may offer
a very useful insight into what may be corrected/enhanced. From a different perspective,
the same index, if interpreted through the lens of the UN SDGs, and specifically the SDG
11, may offer very useful guidance into which areas of the smart city operation, such as
safety, inclusiveness, resilience, and sustainability, need to be improved and how. That is,
when supported with data, the w2 smart city utility index may be used by decisionmakers
to fine tune their decisions to improve the degree of attainment of respective imperatives
entailed within the SDG11. This, and other issues that the model w2 smart city utility index
reveals, particularly including its application, will be explored in our forthcoming research.
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